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BBC Quietly Owns Up To Blatant Propaganda Lies To
Galvanize Public Support for Bombing Syria
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Nine months after a massive propaganda campaign based on outright lies, the BBC quietly
sneaked out an admission on its website tucked away in “corrections and complaints”. As
the BBC went all out to galvanise support for bombing Syria, the meme was pumped out
relentlessly that opponents of bombing Syria were evil and violent misogynist thugs, bent on
the physical intimidation of MPs. Leading the claims was Stella Creasy MP.

LABOUR MP Stella Creasy claimed she was
forced to leave the Commons debate on
airstrikes  in  Syria  because  people  were
ringing  her  office  to  abuse  her  staff.

9 months after  the propaganda had its  effect –  run on every news bulletin of  every single
BBC platform – the BBC published this correction, carried on zero news bulletins of any BBC
platform.

Two listeners complained that the programme had inaccurately reported that a peaceful
vigil in Walthamstow, in protest against the decision to bomb targets in Syria, had targeted
the home of the local MP, Stella Creasy, and had been part of a pattern of intimidation
towards Labour MPs who had supported the decision. The claim that the demonstration had
targeted Ms Creasy’s home, and the implication that it was intimidatory in nature, originated
from a single Facebook posting which later proved to be misleading (the demonstration’s
destination was Ms Creasy’s constituency office, which was unoccupied at the time, not her
home, and it was peaceful)

The BBC response goes on further and get increasingly mealy-mouthed, the essence of the
excuses being “the other media were all doing it and we just joined in.” They also say they
did eventually report – across a much more limited spread of news platforms – a more
accurate version of events. But they then go on to admit that, even after this, Nick Robinson
went on to repeat all the original lies in an aggressive high profile headline news interview
with John McDonnell.

The  BBC  faced  accusat ions  of  ant i -
independence bias after  its  political  editor,
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Nick  Robinson,  produced  a  report  that
wrongly claimed Alex Salmond had ignored
his  quest ion  dur ing  a  heated  press
conference.

That the BBC took 18 months to admit to its lies is astonishing, because the information was
immediately available, and indeed reported by me at the time. This article includes footage
of the peace vigil outside Ms Creasy’s office which led to the BBC story – a vigil of some very
nice people led, I kid you not, by the local vicar. In a delightfully circular argument, Ms
Creasy complained that my article pointing out that her allegations of intimidation were
false,  itself  was  “offensive.”Former  President  of  Oxford  University  Conservatives,  Nick
Robinson has form as a liar. The new documentary London Calling, forensically examining
the appalling BBC bias during the Scottish referendum campaign, calls Robinson out as a liar
in claiming on BBC News that Alex Salmond had failed to answer Robinson’s question, where
the documentary has the footage of Salmond answering Robinson in great detail. Robinson’s
replacement, Laura Kuenssberg, has of course continued the theme of tendentious reporting
of fabricated violent intimidation by the left wing.

If the Labour Party continues to allow people like Ms Creasy to run as its candidate, then
nobody should vote for it. As for the BBC, remember whatever lies they are putting out
today are likely to be very quietly disowned about next July.

Craig  Murray  is  an  author,  broadcaster  and  human  rights  activist.  He  was  a  British
Ambassador from August 2002 to October 2004 and Rector of the University of Dundee from
2007  to  2010.  Murray  complained  to  the  Foreign  and  Commonwealth  Office  in  November
2002, 2003 and in June 2004 that intelligence linking the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan to
al-Qaeda was unreliable, immoral and illegal,  as it  was thought to have been obtained
through torture. For that the government sacked him. Go to his website HERE
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